We introduce an entity-centric search engine CommentsRadar that pairs entity queries with articles and user opinions covering a wide range of topics from top commented sites. e engine aggregates articles and comments for these articles, extracts named entities, links them together and with knowledge base entries, performs sentiment analysis, and aggregates the results, aiming to mine for temporal trends and other insights. In this work, we present the general engine, discuss the models used for all steps of this pipeline, and introduce several case studies that discover important insights from online commenting data.
INTRODUCTION
e amount of text data being produced is overwhelming; over 3 million blog posts are published on the Internet every day [35] . Hundreds of million people comment, reply to comments, and participate in online discussions. ere is no question in the immense potential value of user comments, but retrieving and analyzing this valuable information presents a formidable challenge.
In this work, we present a comment search, user preference discovery, and recommendation engine CommentsRadar [6] that continuously scans the Internet and indexes all comments from select Web sites in order to identify trending topics and in uencers. e main goal is to provide information retrieval services above and beyond simple search over the comments. We would like to be able to nd main topics of discussion, identify trends, extract entities that the texts discuss, link them between articles and comments, nd out the general sentiment of user comments towards an entity or an article, nd which topics a user is interested in, discover correlations between trending topics, advise online media which topics are likely to become popular, and so on. For this purpose, CommentsRadar combines modern NLP approaches based on deep neural networks to index and analyze the text of online articles along with user comments from top commenting Web sites. Articles and comments cover a wide range of topics, and we discover interesting correlations between di erent types of articles and entities, nding most in uential users and sentiment of user opinions. As a result, our system can be and has been adopted for practical sentiment evaluation of user comments by property/publication over time; Fig. 1 shows a provisional interface of the system. e paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show the methods used in CommentsRadar, including a general system pipeline (Section 2.1), named entity recognition and linking models (Section 2.2), and sentiment analysis (Section 2.3). Section 3 presents our qualitative results in the form of three sample case studies made possible with the CommentsRadar system, and Section 4 concludes the paper. Given an entity-centric query, the NLP engine retrieves articles and aggregate sentiment of user comments for them. Colored circles represent websites, their size corresponds to the number of articles and comments about this entity, and the horizontal axis shows sentiment.
NLP MODELS IN COMMENTSRADAR 2.1 Engine Overview
In this section, we present the pipeline of our engine named CommentsRadar that automatically indexes and analyzes all comments wri en by users on the Web for a wide selection of websites. First, the system collects unstructured texts from top commenting sites in order to identify trending topics and in uencers.
e system obtains articles from di erent categories of websites, including:
(1) "News and Media" sites, e.g., Fox News, Breitbart News, e Guardian; (2) "Government and Politics" sites, e.g., e Daily Wire, e Hill, Wonke e; (3) "Arts and Entertainment" sites, e.g., TMZ, the Daily Express, e Avocado, and others.
ere are two basic strategies to aggregate online comments: querying social media such as Twi er with entities extracted from articles or simply collecting all comments under a speci c article. Many studies have used Twi er [2, 12, 18, 20 ], but we believe that the second strategy results in a less noisy dataset, aggregates more opinions, and makes it easier to connect opinions with sources. We crawl commenting sections of tens of thousands of Web sites and aggregate the comment texts. Supported commenting systems include Facebook, Disqus, Viafoura, Spot.IM, and others. All comments are linked to articles they relate to. is pipeline produces a large dataset of user comments linked to the corresponding articles. 2 shows the statistics over time; over 2017 and the rst half of 2018 we have collected more than 1.67B comments for more than 63.1M articles.
As for now, CommentsRadar is in the nal stages of the betatesting the system stability, speed capability, and the overall performance of the NLP pipeline described further. is product helps to deliver unique insight into the types of content consumed online, what online audiences care about. at's powerful information that can be leveraged by both Social Media In uencers, as well as the Agencies and Brand Advertisers that partner with them for greater ROI on their advertising campaigns with precision targeting. e NLP problem here is to scan and categorize all this information. In the rest of this section, we describe in detail our NLP framework that: (1) extracts from the content of each article the named entities that describe parties, facts, events, and people involved in discussions; (2) performs entity linking between extracted entities and comments; (3) performs sentiment analysis on the comments; (4) aggregates and analyzes the results. In the rest of this section, we describe the architectures used for each NLP component in detail.
Named Entity Recognition and Linking
In order to select texts about a particular topic, we represent articles by named entities (NE) listing parties, facts, events, and people that come up in discussions. Entities are central to many web search queries; e.g., Lin et al. [24] found that 57% of queries have entities or entity categories and 28% queries contain a reference to a website as an entity, while Guo et al. [13] demonstrated that 71% of search queries contained named entities.
Named Entity Linking (NEL) is the task of assigning entity mentions in a text to corresponding entries in a knowledge base (KB). For example, the entity "Barcelona" in a sentence " ey have not li ed a European Trophy since 1991 when they beat Barcelona" should refer to a knowledge base entity FC Barcelona (the football club) rather than the city. NEL is o en regarded as crucial for natural language understanding and commonly used as preprocessing for tasks such as question answering [37] and semantic search [4] .
Given a text, the CommentsRadar engine performs NER and NEL. For each article, rst a NE recognizer extracts a set of entities: companies, people, products, buildings, location, date, and others. en an entity linking model labels the entity mentions and provides unambiguous pointers to entities in a knowledge graph (KG) such as Wikipedia. For the rst task, we examine several models, including a production-ready pre-trained NER model en core web md from the spaCy library [33] and our implementations of several LSTM-CRF models trained on OntoNotes 5.0 [36] . OntoNotes 5.0 contains a variety of text domains including newswire, broadcast news, broadcast conversation, telephone conversation, and web data. e English newswire portion includes 300K of English Wall Street Journal newswire. Following recent state-of-the-art models [22, 29] , our NER models utilize pre-trained word embeddings, two bidirectional LSTM layers, and a conditional random eld (CRF) loss [21] . We also experimented with ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) representations derived from a bidirectional LSTM trained with a coupled language model (LM) objective [30] . e spaCy model is based on context-sensitive embeddings and residual convolutional neural networks (CNN) [33] . e NER model from the spaCy library was trained using multi-task learning. Aside from the NER task, the model learned on POS-tagging and dependency parsing tasks. It is reported to achieve F1 measure of 85.9% on the OntoNotes corpus. We have a empted to reproduce this result on several subsets of OntoNotes 5.0 and seen some results di er from the reported. Table 1 presents the macro-averaged precision (P), recall (R), and F 1 -measure (F) of the spaCy model evaluated on various OntoNotes domains. SpaCy shows high performance on Newswire and Broadcast news types but performs poorly on other types. Following Table 2 . e results are comparable, and Newswire and Broadcast news are exactly the type of text (and, more importantly, type of entities) we encounter most in CommentsRadar, so in the system we used spaCy since its license, unlike the OntoNotes corpus license, allows for commercial use.
For entity linking, we have compared two state of the art models: the TAGME system [9] and a recently proposed multi-relational neural model [23] . TAGME is designed speci cally for annotating "on-the-y" short texts and queries with respect to Wikipedia. TAGME exploits the structure of the Wikipedia graph, scoring all possible relations between mentions and entities and then applying a voting scheme. We adopted the re-implementation of TAGME presented in [14] . Hasibi et al. [14] conclude that there are some technical challenges involved in the TAGME approach and some of the results did not reproduce even with the API provided by TAGME authors. Le and Titov [23] used relations between entities as latent variables in a neural model, training it end-to-end and using CRF to assign the corresponding knowledge base entry to every mention. e authors made the code and pre-trained models publicly available.
AIDA-CoNLL is manually annotated gold standard NEL dataset [16] that contains news from Reuters Corpus V1 used for the CoNLL 2003 NER task. TAGME achieved 58.3% micro-F1 measure on AIDA-CoNLL [7] , and the multi-relational neural model achieved 93.07% [23] . In our experiments with the Daily Mail dataset (see Section 3), TagMe mapped 54.14% of entity mentions to Wikipedia pages, while the multi-relational neural model mapped 70.77%. us, we have compared two models-state of the art from the "pre-deep-learning" era and current state of the art-and found considerable advantages of the la er, which we use in the system. Still, we believe that entity linking for CommentsRadar can be further improved, and it is an important direction for further work.
Sentiment Analysis
e goal of sentiment analysis is to identify and categorize the opinions or feelings expressed in a a piece of text, speci cally to determine whether the writer's a itude in general or toward a speci c topic is positive, negative, or neutral (as shown in the dashboard of CommentsRadar on Fig. 1) . A topic can be anything that users express opinions about: a celebrity (e.g., Taylor Swi ), a policy (e.g., Obamacare), a product (e.g., Tesla Model S), an event (e.g., Formula 1 2018 VTB Russian Grand Prix), and so on. Numerous research studies develop sentiment models for a variety of domains and problem se ings, ranging from very speci c analysis of stance (e.g., whether the author of a text is in favor of or against a given target such as a political candidate [26] ) to general (e.g., SemEval 2016/2017 task 4 [27, 31] ). Practical applications, however, are usually not as interested in the sentiment of a speci c text as in averaged estimates of sentiment scores about mentioned entities in a set of articles and/or their comments over some time interval.
For CommentsRadar, we have developed a sentiment model that classi es user opinions in general regardless of the topic. e neural network used for sentiment analysis consists of an embedding layer followed by CNNs with multiple lters of di erent lengths [19] . To obtain local features from a text with CNNs, we used multiple lters of di erent lengths [19] , replicating each lter on a hidden layer across the entire input vector, learning the same localized features in every part of the input and subsampling them, as usual for one-dimensional CNNs, with max-over-time pooling layers that output the maximal value of a feature map over a time window. We used lters with window sizes h ∈ {3, 4, 5} and 64 feature maps each. Pooled features were fed to a fully connected layer with so max activation. We also enhanced this model with pre-trained ELMo word representations [30] . We present an evaluation of our models on the SemEval 2017 Task 4 Subtask A dataset [31] which is publicly available; results are shown in Table 3 . SemEval's primary measure was recall averaged across classes, and the DataStories model ranked rst in Subtask A with average recall of 68.1% [3] . We see that our best model obtains average recall of 67.98% on the same dataset, and has the advantage of being generic and applicable to CommentsRadar data.
At the same time, there is still plenty of work le for on-going studies since user comments cover many di erent domains about various entities. Sentiment classi cation remains challenging: it is di cult to gather annotated training data for all of them. e current experiments are carried out on (i) our in-house annotated data about politicians and electronics, (ii) general 30M user-generated texts annotated with a distant supervision technique [11] , and (iii) publicly available datasets such as SemEval data, the Kaggle's toxic comment dataset [17] , and the Yahoo news annotated comments corpus [28] .
e neural architecture utilizes the multi-domain framework [5, 10, 25] to learn general features that are invariant across domains. Our extensive experiments have also shown that CNN is both e cient and e ective over LSTM. An important future extension would be to extract not only the overall sentiment of a post but also stance towards speci c mentioned entities. 
Daily Mail readership, topics, and
in uencers e primary goal of CommentsRadar is to aggregate publisher-and user-generated content in order to identify trending topics and in uencers. A er named entity recognition and linking step, we have found that in the Daily Mail dataset the average number of articles per entity was 3.2, while the mean number of comments per entity was 477.33. Table 4 shows basic statistics: most commented entities sorted by the mean number of comments per article. e most engaging entities are related to the most common news sources in the scope of the data, e.g., Donald Trump. Instagram is an anchor entity for many celebrity-related news. City and country names are obviously related to policial centers, and the Facebook entity is very popular for two reasons: Facebook also appears as an anchor entity since Fig. 1 the largest circles tend to be in the middle. is could be due to the averaging e ect over time: Web sites that mention a given entity a lot publish news with di erent sentiment, about positive and negative events, so the sentiment cancels out over time. is also implies that entities mentioned in fewer articles will be more polarized since the sentiment will be more likely due to only a few newsworthy events; results shown in Table 5 indeed con rm this hypothesis. is leads to the idea of time series sentiment analysis that could be performed by combining NLP and time series analysis techniques.
One important task for a media outlet is to nd and analyze its in uencers; an entire eld of in uencer marketing focuses on in uential people rather than on target markets. For this purpose, we compare di erent measures of in uence: total number of comments, number of replies, combined number of likes for all comments, number of dislikes, and three adaptations of the Hirsch index (h-index) [15] , a well-known bibliometric score designed to characterize the scienti c output of a researcher by jointly measuring the author's productivity (number of papers) and impact of the author's work (number of citations). Following Grčar et al. [12] , we de ne a user with an index of h as a user that has posted h comments each of which has received a given interaction mark (reply, like, or dislike) at least h times.
So which measures are most suitable for identifying in uencers? We considered top 500 users with respect to the number of comments wri en. Table 6 presents the statistics for this set of users and, for comparison, for the entire dataset. We note that the names and locations of users are gathered manually for this table using the publicly available data from the Daily Mail user pro les. Top 500 users wrote 13.1% of all comments and received 11.8% and 13% of likes and dislikes, respectively. To identify similarities between measures of in uence, Fig. 3 reports Pearson correlation coe cients between them: (1) comments count has, naturally, a high correlation (>0.80) with replies count, likes count, and dislikes count; (2) correlations between h-index-replies and all other measures do not exceed 0.6, also expected since comments get less than 3 replies on average; (3) there is a high correlation (0.81) between h-index-likes and likes count, while correlation between h-index-likes and comments count is only 0.53, and a similar e ect also holds for dislikes. In general, our experiments show that measures based on likes and dislikes are substantially di erent from measures based on counting comments or replies.
Moreover, di erent measures can be indicative of real in uence in di erent domains; e.g., in politics people want to state their opinions and thus write comments, while in celebrity news a like usually su ces. To see that, Table 7 shows some top users ranked by four di erent metrics. Top users ranked by comments count and replies count discuss articles about politicians and international news (the most discussed entities in Table 4 are also mostly political). Top users ranked by h-index-likes are discussing popular celebrities. e case of h-index-dislikes is of separate interest because we see the most controversial topics rising to the top, such as Northern Ireland issues or supporting sports teams, where the body of commenters is naturally divided. Note, however, that the top Daily Mail commenters are typically not the most in uential by h-index metrics.
Sentiment Evaluation of Brexit
For this case study, we evaluated 87,904 user comments linked to 200 articles about Brexit, the British referendum to leave the EU, with 439.52 comments per article on average. We computed the average sentiment of comments for each article. Cumulative sentiment distributions of Daily Mail users regarding Brexit are presented on Figs. 4 and 5 show the results. Fig. 5 shows sentiment scores for each day as average sentiment score across all articles published on this day (blue dots). To reduce random uctuations and see sentiment trends through time, we applied linear interpolation to augment the number of available data points for smoothing and a smoothing lter by Savitzky and Golay [32] . e smoothed sentiment score is shown with the red line; we also show standard deviations for the smoothed line (light blue area). Fig. 5 shows the probability density function of the sentiment distribution of posts, with scores from −1 (very negative) to 1 (very positive), with a slightly negative overall pa ern, and sentiment changes over time. On March 28, 2017, eresa May signed a le er invoking Article 50 that formally began the UK's departure from EU. At that day, overall sentiment was neutral. Starting from April 7, 2017, sentiment score tended to decrease from neutral (≈0.05) to slightly negative (≈-0.2). We have also analyzed opinion polls on whether the UK was right to decide to leave the EU conducted by YouGov. Starting from April 26, 2017, it appears that more people thought the Brexit decision was wrong [1, 8] , so sentiment changes found for Daily Mail comments do correlate with YouGov opinion polls. It would be interesting to undertake a larger study over a period of several years; previous studies analyzed relations between the mood on Twi er and the referendum outcome [2, 12] , but the tweets they used date only from May-June 2016.
Sentiment Evaluation of an In uencer
In this case study, we investigate how negative comments are inuenced by scandals and, generally, press surrounding the entity. We have investigated the case of Kendall Jenner, one of 2017's most popular Instagram in uencers and thus a bankable bet for brands and marketers looking to leverage an in uencer's following for engagement. We expanded the list of websites for this case study to collect opinions not only from Britain; in total, we found 115,582 user comments linked to 1,009 articles from 129 websites, dating from February 20 to May 25, 2017, with 115 comments per article on average. Fig. 6 and 7 show the sentiment distribution of posts and its changes over time. ere is a clear shi starting in the rst week of April: on April 5, Pepsi released a commercial featuring Kendall Jenner in a multiracial protest. A er massive reaction from groups such as Black Lives Ma er, Pepsi apologized and pulled the advert less than 24 hours a er its release. For several weeks, Jenner was a target of ridicule, and comments' sentiment decreased to negative (≈-0.18); e.g., a Daily Mail comment "Clueless stupid girl makes clueless stupid commercial for clueless stupid company. Way to go, Pepsi" gathered 2826 likes and only 111 dislikes. By the end of the month the e ect waned, and sentiment became neutral again. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented the CommentsRadar engine that collects articles and user comments from large Web sites, analyzes them with state of the art NLP models, and allows to draw important conclusions. With qualitative experiments shown in Section 3, we have con rmed that the CommentsRadar approach based on state of the art tools for named entity recognition, named entity linking, and sentiment analysis is already a suitable tool for discovering in uencers in media outlets and analyzing sentiment over time for entities that appear in the news. Future directions for research include representing entities by both names and relations in category hierarchies, ltering o ensive comments, detecting and tracking events over time, and clustering articles according to events. 
